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R.A.F. MAINTENANCE COMMAND

The following is the text of a broadcast after the six o'clock news

this evening by a senior staff officer of the R.A.F. Maintenance Command:-

One evening, a few weeks - after the Lord Beaverbrook-Harriman mission

came back from Moscow - we, in Maintenance Command, were told to increase

our flow of supplies to Russia, and we were not given very much time to do

it. We had a short, rather busy, period of staff planning; then, pilots

made urgent deliveries of aeroplanes in foggy weather; lorry-drivers did

fast runs between depots on dark nights; skilled packers, carpenters,

case-makers, worked in shifts, non-stop, day and night; and a big

consignment was got away punctually on time.

That’s an example of how our Supply side works, but that is only part

of our job. The Maintenance Command of the Royal Air Force has to provide

practically everything needed to keep in the air - and in fighting trim -

all the squadrons based at home; and has to provide much of what the

squadrons overseas - in Egypt, Singapore, and so on - need to keep them

in the air.

We only manufacture or repair on a small scale.

That, in the big way, is done by our friends in the Ministry of

Aircraft Production, who also control a good deal of our work. We receive

the aircraft or the equipment from the manufacturers, many of them in

America, and we distribute to the squadrons.

I daresay that no business in the world handles such a vast range of

stock. We provide Spitfires for Fighter Command, stockings for W.A.A.F.

oxygen for pilots to breathe, bombs for them to drop, instruments to guide

them, and petrol for their engines. Our depots, all over tho country,
stock about three quarters of a million different sorts of supplies, and

receive more than sixty thousand demands a day.

The reception of all this equipment, before we pass it on, is a big

job; and we have rather special systems for getting from the ports, or

from the Atlantic air ferry, all that the Americans send us. How

encouraging it is to get these American supplies; to see stacks of

American bombs, or bins full of American electrical gear.

Also/
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Also we have salvage organisation. They’ve pulled a crashed

aeroplane out of a bog, picked another off a mountain top, and extracted

others from minefields. Always they work against time, to get the

aircraft repaired, and back to a squadron quickly.

We're a mixed company in Maintenance Command, of Royal Air Force

and W.A.A.F’s, and civilians - men and women. There are aeroplane

pilots, labourers, clerks, skilled craftsmen, Civil Servants and civil

engineers. And in our work we ’re helped by such organisations as the

railways; canals; postal services; the Pool Board, with those long petrol

carrying vehicles which you see on the roads; and - for ferrying the

aeroplanes - the men, and women, pilots of the Air Transport Auxiliary.

Now the wheels of this great organisation are kept turning pretty

fast, and maybe you are wondering whether we've been slowed-up much by
the "blitzes". Well - I’m touching wood when I say this - so far we’ve

been affected comparatively little. And that hasn’t been only the

result of organisation. The people of the Command have had a lot to do

with it. Let me tell you what happened at Coventry.

We had a small depot there, and it was almost entirely destroyed. In

the morning, nearly all the people - many of whom had been bombed out of

their homes during the night - reported for work; about the only thing
left standing in their depot was the flagstaff, and at eight o’clock

they hoisted the R.A.F. ensign, as usual.

Our Commander-in-Chief went to Coventry, and he was particularly

impressed by the spirit of two elderly seamstresses. Some of us might
think their work dull, most of us would find their wages small. Anyway,
these two elderly women were amongst those who reported for work, bringing
with them the few personal belongings they had been able to save. The

Commander-in-Chief, after he had helped, them to get a kipper cooked - for

they were hungry - explained, that they would at once be looked after, and

given employment, at some other depot; and he asked them there they would

like to go. They replied that if possible as they had lived together
and worked together for years, they would like to keep together. But

that didn’t really matter - what really mattered they said, was to get on

with their work, at once in the Maintenance Command.

That work, as I began by saying, is to provide whatever the

squadrons need to keep then in the air; as it's a vital part of the fight
against Goering’s Luftwaffe.

AIR MINISTRY
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